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Second BookBooth Opens 
at BB Centrum
The second BookBooth recently opened at BB Centrum - in Brumlovka Park (near 
the DELTA Building). This BookBooth was sponsored by PASSERINVEST GROUP and its 
patrons are football legends Antonín Panenka and Karol Dobiaš.  Literary fans can choose 
any of the books on display free of charge to read at home or to read to their children  
in the local parks. Likewise, anyone can bring their already-read or unwanted books  
to the BookBooth for other readers to enjoy.

Join the WE’RE FOOTBALL FANS 
Competition with BB Centrum   
Win one of 3 gift baskets as well as a football in the championship colors. Send your 
most original football-themed photo (showing you cheering for your team, playing 
football, with a football symbol, etc.) either to BB Centrum’s Facebook private messages 
or post it on their timeline, and wait to see if the jury chooses your photo. Prizes will be 
personally awarded to the winners by football legends Antonín Panenka and Karol 
Dobiaš. For the full competition rules and conditions, please see the Notes section on 
the BB Centrum Facebook page.

Competition open until July 10, 2016 

UNIQUE RESTAURANT: 
Lunch from CZK 119 
Unique Restaurant, the newest gastro addition to BB Centrum, offers affordable lunch 
from CZK 119. With the upcoming hot summer days, you’ll surely enjoy the covered 
garden where you can sit with your friends or colleagues at lunch or after work. Also new 
UNIQUE BREAKFAST - recharge your energy for the day with a continental, English,  
or “fitness” breakfast.

Breakfast is available every weekday from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.

DELTA Building  
www.unique-restaurant.cz

BB Centrum
www.bbcentrum.cz

BB Centrum  
www.bbcentrum.cz
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NIVOSPORT: COLOR KIDS Summer 
Collection with UV Protection
COLOR KIDS is known for its innovative approach to making children’s clothing.  
This summer they’ve focused primarily on UV clothing. All fabrics used are carefully 
tested and treated with a 50+ UV protection factor to significantly reduce risk  
of sunburn. Their bright colors and fresh designs ensure that your kids will love them.

Come check out the complete summer collection at the shop in the BRUMLOVKA 
Building.

DM DROGERIE MARKT: 
Wish babylove a Happy Birthday!
Babylove is celebrating its 20th birthday - it’s all grown up. This brand offers everything 
that parents and babies need, from diapers, wipes, skincare products for delicate baby 
skin, and baby food to a wide selection of baby accessories and other needs.

Tell us what you’d wish the brand for its birthday and why you love it.  
The twenty funniest answers will receive a set of babylove products.

More at www.dm-drogeriemarkt.cz/babylove
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Urology Check-Ups at UROSANTÉ
Prostate cancer is the third most common cancer among men. Regular exams are key  
to preventing this type of cancer. A visit to the urologist is recommended for men 
over 35, and men over 50 should have a regular annual exam. The examination  
costs CZK 1,500; Petr Koukal Foundation vouchers can also be used.

Make an appointment by calling +420 212 12 12 12, or via the contact form  
on the Urosanté website.

RESIDENCE BB CENTRUM 
www.urosante.cz

FILADELFIE Building
www.dm-drogeriemarkt.cz

BRUMLOVKA Building  
www.nivosport.cz
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